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Abstract—
TCP is widely used by commercial video streaming sys-

tems. When a packet has not arrived by its playback time, a
typical practice in these commercial system is that the client
simply stops and waits for this packet, and then resumes
playback. This stop-and-wait playout strategy is easy to
implement. However, stopping playout due to late packet
arrivals renders the viewing experience unsatisfactory. A
continuous playout strategy, i.e., continuing playout regard-
less of late packet arrivals, also leads to unsatisfactory view-
ing experience, since late packet arrivals cause glitches in
the playback. The performance of both the stop-and-wait
and the continuous playout strategies therefore depends on
the frequency of late packet arrivals during the playback of
the video. In this paper, we develop discrete-time Markov
models to evaluate the performance of live and stored video
streaming using TCP. We validate the models using ns simu-
lations and experiments conducted over the Internet. Based
on the models, we provide guidelines as to when using TCP
for streaming leads to satisfactory performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of network bandwidth, especially the
installment of high-bandwidth services such as cable mo-
dem and digital subscriber loop (DSL) at resident houses,
makes video streaming more promising than ever. A com-
mon wisdom with regard to video streaming is to use UDP
rather than TCP as the transport protocol. The main rea-
son for not using TCP is that the backoff and retransmis-
sion in TCP can lead to undesirable end-to-end delays that
violate the timeliness requirement for streaming. We refer
to a packet arriving later than its playback time as a late
packet. UDP does not have the issue of late packets since
it does not have a backoff or retransmission mechanism.
However, two other issues, namely satisfying TCP friend-
liness and loss recovery, have to be solved when using
UDP for streaming. TCP friendliness is important since
TCP is largely responsible for the stability of the network
and it is desirable for network traffic to react to conges-
tion in a TCP-friendly manner in order to avoid network
collapse [1]. Loss recovery is needed since UDP does
not provide reliability and losses in a stream, especially
of header information, can render a segment of video un-

viewable.
Although both TCP and UDP have disadvantages when

used for video streaming, there have been a greater
amount of research on using UDP for streaming. This
is because UDP provides more flexibility to higher level
protocols than TCP. When using UDP, rate control and
loss recovery strategies can be exploited by higher lay-
ers to achieve TCP friendliness and recover loss. Reduc-
ing the number of late packets while using TCP, however,
seems beyond the control of higher layer protocols, since
they are caused by the congestion control and avoidance
mechanisms embedded in TCP. Therefore, it appears that
the problems arising when using TCP for streaming are
more difficult to overcome than those when using UDP.

Despite the difficulties, using TCP for streaming has
obvious advantages. First, TCP is by definition TCP
friendly. Second, reliable transmission provided by TCP
removes the need for loss recovery at higher levels. These
advantages motivate several efforts on using TCP for
streaming [2], [3], [4], [5]. A common characteristic
of these efforts is that they combine client-side buffer-
ing and rate adaptation together to deal with the variabil-
ity in the available TCP throughput. Client-side buffer-
ing prefetches data into the client buffer by introducing a
startup delay in order to absorb short-term fluctuations in
the TCP throughput. Rate adaptation adjusts the bitrate
(or quality) of the video in order to deal with long-term
fluctuations. In [2], [3], rate adaptation requires prioriti-
zation to be associated with various frames in the video
in order to control the frame rate. In [4], [5], rate adap-
tation is based on the periodic feedback from the client
on available bandwidth and only applies to layered video.
All of the above schemes, however, have limitations: pri-
oritization of video frames requires extra work at the ap-
plication level and may not be suitable for live streaming;
the schemes based on layered videos restrict the formats
of the videos that can be streamed using TCP.

Although there are very few research efforts on using
TCP for video streaming, TCP is widely used by commer-
cial video streaming systems. For instance, RealPlayer
uses TCP as the default transport protocol [6]. These com-
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mercial systems, however, usually do not exploit sophis-
ticated rate adaptation at the application level. Instead,
they use a simple stop-and-wait playout strategy to deal
with late packets: when late packets are encountered, the
client stops for the late packets and then resumes play-
back. Not requiring rate adaptation at the application level
simplifies the design and implementation of the commer-
cial systems. However, stopping playout due to late pack-
ets renders the viewing experience unsatisfactory. A con-
tinuous playout strategy, i.e., continuing playout regard-
less of late packets, also leads to unsatisfactory viewing
experience, since late packets cause glitches in the play-
back. The performance of both the stop-and-wait and the
continuous playout strategies depends on the frequency of
late packets during the playback of the video.

In this paper, we study the performance when using
TCP directly for streaming (i.e., without rate adaptation
at the application level). We aim to answer two related
questions: (i) What is the performance of using TCP di-
rectly for streaming? (ii) Under what conditions does the
use of TCP provide satisfactory viewing experience? An-
swering the above questions is important in determining
whether using TCP directly for streaming is sufficiently
good and when some more sophisticated mechanism (ei-
ther using UDP or TCP with rate adaptation) is required
to achieve good performance. We develop a discrete-time
Markov model for streaming using TCP to answer the
above questions. The model is based on the continuous
playout strategy and provides insights into the stop-and-
wait playout strategy (see Section V-E). Our main contri-
butions are:

� We develop models for both live and stored video
streaming using TCP to study the effect of various
parameters (i.e., loss rate, round trip time and time-
out value in TCP as well as the video playback rate)
on the likelihood of late packets for a startup delay
on the order of seconds. The models are validated
using ns [7] simulation and Internet experiments.

� Using the model, we explore the parameter space to
provide guidelines as to when using TCP directly for
streaming leads to a satisfactory performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the models for live and stored video streaming
using TCP. Validation of the models using ns simulations
and Internet experiments is described in Sections III and
IV respectively. A performance study based on the models
is presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper and presents future work.

II. MODELS FOR STREAMING USING TCP

In this section, we describe the problem setting and
then present discrete-time Markov models for live and
stored video streaming using TCP. The key notation in-
troduced in this section is summarized in Table I for easy
reference.

A. Problem setting

Consider a client requesting a video from the server.
Corresponding to the request, the server streams the video
to the client using TCP. Throughout the paper, we assume
that the average TCP throughput is no less than the band-
width of the video. This guarantees that, on average, the
throughput provided by TCP satisfies the requirement for
streaming the video. However, fluctuations in the instan-
taneous TCP throughput can still lead to significant late
packet arrivals. All the packets arriving earlier than their
playback times are stored at the client’s local buffer. We
assume this local buffer is sufficiently large so that no
packet loss is caused by buffer overflow at the client side.
This assumption is reasonable since most machines are
equipped with a large amount of storage nowadays.

For simplicity, we consider a CBR (constant bit rate)
video. The playback rate of the video is � packets per
second. For simplicity, all packets are assumed to be of
the same size. For analytical tractability, we assume con-
tinuous playback at the client. That is, a client does not
stop and wait for a late packet but plays back at a con-
stant rate of � packets per second. A late packet therefore
leads to a glitch during the playback and causes perfor-
mance degradation. We are interested in the fraction of
late packets, i.e., the probability that a packet is late. In
Section V-E, we discuss how the insights obtained from
our models can be applied to the stop-and-wait behavior
in the commercial streaming systems.

We study two forms of streaming that correspond re-
spectively to live and stored video streaming in practice.
In live streaming, the server generates video content in
real time and is only able to transmit the content that
has already been generated. The transmission is therefore
constrained by the generation rate of the video at the ap-
plication level. Hence we refer to this form of streaming
as constrained streaming. For a stored video, we assume
the server transmits the video as fast as allowed by the
available TCP bandwidth in order to fully utilize the avail-
able TCP bandwidth. We refer to this form of streaming
as unconstrained streaming since the application does not
impose any constraint on the transmission. We next illus-
trate the characteristics of constrained and unconstrained
streaming. For ease of exposition, each packet is associ-
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(a) Constrained streaming.
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(b) Unconstrained streaming.

Fig. 1. Video streaming using TCP: Constrained and unconstrained streaming.

ated with a packet sequence number and the first packet
has sequence number of

�
.

Constrained streaming is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). With-
out loss of generality, we assume the first packet is gener-
ated at time � . Later packets are generated at a constant
rate equal to the playback rate of the video. In the fig-
ure, �	��
� represents the number of packets generated at
the server by time 
 . Then �	��
��� � 
 . At the client side,
let ����
�� denote the number of packets reaching the client
by time 
 . Since the TCP transmission is constrained by
the generation rate at the server, we have ����
�����	��
� .
Denote ����
� to be the number of packets played by the
client by time 
 . The playback of the video commences
at time � . That is, the startup delay is � seconds. Then
����
��� � ��
������ , 
 �!� . Observe that �	��
��"������
��#� � � .
A packet arriving earlier than its playback time is referred
to as an early packet. At time 
 , let the number of early
packets be $%��
� . Then $&��
�� �'����
���&�(��
� . A negative
value of $&��
�� indicates that the packet arrival is behind
the playback by �)$%��
� packets. Since ����
��*�+�,��
�� and
�	��
���%����
��-� � � , we have $&��
��.�/�,��
��0�1����
��2� � � .
That is, there are at most � � early packets in constrained
streaming at any time 
 , as shown in Fig. 1(a). This obser-
vation is to be used in the model for constrained streaming
later in this section.

Unconstrained streaming is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). As
shown in the figure, the packet transmission is only lim-
ited by the available TCP throughput and no constraint is
imposed from the application level. Therefore, the num-
ber of early packets at time 
 , $&��
�� , can be larger than
� � .

As described above, a negative value of $&��
�� indicates
that late packets occur at time 
 . We need to model $&��
�� in
order to obtain the fraction of late packets. Since $&��
��-�
����
��3�4�(��
� and ����
�� is a simple linear function of 
 ,
the main difficulty left is modeling ����
� . We use the the

Notation Definition5 Playback rate of the video (packets per second)6 Startup delay (seconds)798
State of the TCP source in the : th round; 8
Number of packets transmitted successfully
by TCP in the : th round<
Round trip time (seconds)=
Length of the video (measured in rounds)>
Fraction of late packets?38
Number of early packets in the : th round?,@8
Number of late packets in the : th roundA3B8
State of the model for constrained streaming
in the : th roundA3C8
State of the model for unconstrained streaming
in the : th roundD 8
Probability of having at least one late packet
in the : th round

TABLE I
KEY NOTATION.

models in [8], [9] to describe ����
� , as discussed below.

B. Model for TCP throughput

TCP is a window-based protocol with several mech-
anisms used to regulate its sending rate in response to
network congestion. Timeout and congestion avoidance
are two mechanisms that have significant impact on the
throughput. For completeness, we give a brief description
of these two mechanisms. More detailed description can
be found in [10]. For every packet sent by the source, TCP
starts a retransmission timer and waits for an acknowledg-
ment from the receiver. The retransmission timer expires
(timeouts) when the ACK for the corresponding packet is
lost and there are no triple duplicate ACKs. When time-
out occurs, the packet is retransmitted and the window
size is reduced to one. Furthermore, the retransmission
timer value for this retransmitted packet is set to be twice
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the previous timer value. This exponential backoff be-
havior continues until the retransmitted packet is success-
fully acknowledged. In congestion avoidance, the window
size increases by one packet when all packets in the cur-
rent window are acknowledged. In most versions of TCP,
such as TCP Reno and TCP Sack, the window size is re-
duced by half when triple duplicate ACKs are received.
If timeout occurs before receiving triple duplicate ACKs,
the window size is reduced to one.

In [8], [9], the behavior of TCP is described by a
discrete-time Markov model, where each time unit is the
length of a “round”. A round starts with the back-to-back
transmission of � packets, where � is the current size
of TCP congestion window. Once all packets in the con-
gestion window are sent, no more packets are sent until
ACKs for some or all of these � packets are received.
The reception of the ACKs marks the end of the current
round and the beginning of the next round. The length of
a round is assumed to be a round trip time (RTT). Packet
losses in different rounds are assumed to be independent
and packet losses in the same round are correlated: if a
packet is lost, all remaining packets until the end of the
round are lost. Furthermore, the effect of lost ACKs is
regarded as ignorable.

Let �������	���
� be a discrete-time Markov model for the
TCP source, where � � is the state of the model in the � th
round. Following the notation in [8], [9], � � is a tuple:� � � ��� ������������������������� � , where � � is the window size
in the � th round; ��� models the delayed ACK behavior of
TCP ( � �*� � and � �*� �

indicate the first and the sec-
ond of the two rounds respectively); ��� is the number of
packets lost in the ��� � � � th round; ��� denotes whether the
connection is in a timeout state and the value of the back-
off exponent in the � th round; ��� indicates if a packet be-
ing sent in the timeout phase is a retransmission ( � � � �

)
or a new packet ( � � � � ). Denote the number of pack-
ets transmitted successfully by TCP in the � th round as! � . Then

! � is determined by � � and � ��"� . Let �$# ! �&% be
the expectation of

! � . We have �$# ! �'% � �$# ! �)( � � �
��* ��+	��,��.-/��0 � � � ��"� � ��*21 ��+ 1 ��, 1 �.- 1 ��0 1 � % . The detailed de-
scription of how to compute �)# ! �'% can be found in [8], [9],
[11]. The total number of packets transmitted successfully
by TCP up to the 3 th round is 465��
� ! � .
C. Models for constrained and unconstrained streaming

We now develop discrete-time Markov models for con-
strained and unconstrained streaming. Each time unit cor-
responds to the length of a round, which is assumed to
be a RTT of length as � time units. We consider a video
whose length is � rounds. The playback rate of the video
is � � packets per round.

Let 7 denote the fraction of late packets during the
playback of the video. Our goal is to derive models for
determining 7 as a function of various system parame-
ters (including the loss rate, RTT, retransmission timer in
the TCP flow and the video playback rate). Let $ � denote
the number of early packets in the � th round, which is a
discrete-time version of $&��
�� introduced earlier (see Sec-
tion II-A) and $ � � $&��� � � . For simplicity of notation,
we assume the number of packets played back in a round,

� � , to be an integer. Let $98� be the number of late packets
in the � th round. Then $ 8�;: � � � � �=<=<=<>� � � � . Let the ex-
pected number of late packets in the � th round be �$# $?8� % .
Then

�$# $ 8� % �
@	AB
5 
�

3DC � $ 8� �E3 �
where C � $F8� �G3 � is the probability of having 3 late pack-
ets in the � th round. The fraction of late packets is

7 � 4?H��
� �$# $ 8� %
� �I� (1)

where the numerator and denominator correspond respec-
tively to the expected number of late packets throughout
the playback of the video and the total number of packets
in the video.

In order to obtain C � $F8� �J3 � , we introduce $FK� to be

$ K� �
L � � $ � �!�
�)$ ��� $ �NM � (2)

$ K� can be thought of as the number of packets that the
packet arrival falls behind the playback of the video in
the � th round. Expression (2) follows directly from the
definition of $ � and $OK� . We obtain C � $F8� �J3 � as

C � $ 8� �J3 �0�
L C � $ K� �J3 � � 3 M � �C � $OK� � � � � � 3 � � � (3)

Note that while the number of late packets $ 8� in the � th
round is at most � � , $ K� can be larger than � � . When
$PK� � � � , we have $O8� � � � . Therefore, C � $F8� �

� � ���QC � $ K� � � � � .
Summarizing the above, the fraction of late packets can

be obtained from $ � , �*� � �.RD�=<=<=<	��� . We next describe
the models for constrained and unconstrained streaming,
focusing on how to derive $ � from the models.

1) Constrained streaming: Let �TSVU� � H�W
� be a discrete-
time Markov model for constrained streaming, where S U�
is the state of the model in the � th round. S�U� is a tuple
represented as �X� ��� $ � � , where � � and $ � are the state of
the TCP source and the number of early packets in the � th
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round respectively. Let $������ � � � . Then, as observed
earlier (see Section II-A), $ � � $������ for � � � �.RD�=<=<=<	��� .
The evolution of $ � follows

$ �W"� � 	�
� � $������ � $ ��� ! � � � � �
where

! � is the number of packets transmitted success-
fully by TCP in the � th round. Observing the fact that
$ � � $������ for �-� � �.RD�=<=<=< ��� , the TCP source does not
send out any packet in the ��� � � � th round if $V� �/$ ����� .
A detailed description of the state transition probabilities
for the Markov chain �TS U� � H��
� and the time taken for each
state transition can be found in [11].

The fraction of late packets is computed from (1). We
consider videos of lengths significantly larger than the
RTT. In this case, the fraction of late packets can be ap-
proximated by taking the length of the video, � , to infinity.
That is, the fraction of late packets can be approximated
by the steady state probability

� 
	
H�� �

4?H��
� �)# $P8� %
� �I� � � 
	� � �

�$# $O8� %
� �

We solve for the state occupancies using the steady state
analysis in the TANGRAM-II modeling tool [12].

2) Unconstrained streaming: Let �TS��� � H�W
� be a
discrete-time Markov model for unconstrained streaming,
where S �� is the state of the model in the � th round. HereS��� only contains the state of the TCP source in the � th
round, that is, S �� � � � . To reduce the computation over-
head, the number of early packets in the � th round, $ � , is
excluded from the state space. Instead, it is represented
by an impulse reward. An impulse reward associated with
a state transition is a generic means to define measure of
interest (see [13] for references on reward models). We
associate an impulse reward of ������� to a transition from
state S �� ��� to state S ��W"� ��� 1 , defined to be the differ-
ence between the number of packets received and played
back during this transition. Denote the accumulation of
this impulse reward up to the � th round as $ 1� . When the
transmission and playback both start at time � , $91� is the
total number of early packets in the � th round . Since the
playback starts at time � instead of � , the number of early
packets in the � th round, $ � , has the following relationship
with $P1�

$ � �/$ 1� � � �
which provides a way to obtain $ � from the impulse re-
ward. The detailed description of the impulse reward can
be found in [11].

The fraction of late packets is computed from (1)
through a transient analysis over the length of the video
using the TANGRAM-II modeling tool [12]. Note that

TCP
sources

r0

100Mb

HTTP
sources

HTTP
clients

TCP
sinks100Mb

r1

Fig. 2. Validation setting in ns: Packet losses are caused by buffer
overflow on the link from router ��� to ��� .

the fraction of late packets depends heavily on the posi-
tion of the round. This is because , under the assumption
that the average TCP throughput is higher than the video
bandwidth, the number of early packets approaches infin-
ity and, hence, the fraction of late packets approaches � as
the length of the video goes to infinity.

Denote C � as the probability of having at least one late
packet in the � th round. Then

C � �QC � $ � M � �0�GC � $ 1� M � � ��� (4)

Let  be the probability that at least one late packet
occurs during the playback of the video. That is,

 � � �6C � $ � �!� � $�!9� � �=<=<=<T� $ H �!� �
This is a difficult quantity to compute exactly. As shown
in [11], an upper bound on  is

 � � �#" H��
� � � �6C � � (5)

III. MODEL VALIDATION USING ns SIMULATIONS

In this section, we validate the models for constrained
and unconstrained streaming using ns simulations [7].
The topology is shown in Fig. 2. Multiple TCP and HTTP
sources are connected to router 0%$ and their corresponding
sinks connected to router 0>� . Each HTTP source contains�'&

connections. The HTTP traffic is generated using em-
pirical data provided by ns. The bandwidth and queue
length of a link from a source/sink to its corresponding
router are

� � � Mbps and
� � � � packets respectively. The

propagation delay of the link from a source/sink to its cor-
responding router is uniformly distributed in # � � �.R � % ms.
One of the TCP flows is used to stream video, referred
to as the video stream. For this video stream, denote the
round trip propagation delay as ( ; the average loss rate
as ) ; the RTT as � and the value of the first retransmis-
sion timer as �+*-, . For simplicity, �+*-, is rounded to be
a multiple of � . We further define . , � �/*0,21 � . Since�/*0, is based on the average and the variance of round
trip times, . , reflects the variation of the RTTs.
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Fig. 3. Constrained streaming: The fraction of late packets versus the
startup delay for a ������� -second video.

The link from router 0 $ and 0	� forms a bottleneck link
where packet losses occur due to buffer overflow. We cre-
ate different settings by varying the bandwidth, buffer size
and the propagation delay of the bottleneck link as well
as the number of flows (TCP and HTTP) traversing the
bottleneck link. For each setting, we run multiple simu-
lations. For the purpose of late-packet model validation,
when the loss (packet drop) rate in the model is ) , ideally,
the loss rate from the simulation should be ) or very close
to ) . However, due to the randomness in the background
traffic, the loss rate for the video stream in different runs
may vary significantly in a fixed setting. We therefore se-
lect the runs with loss rate in the range of � ����� � ) , where� M �	��


, for model validation. (Recall that our goal here
is to validate our model for predicting late-arriving pack-
ets for a given value of ) ). In each setting, we compare
the result predicted by the model to that obtained from the
simulations. The � ��
 confidence intervals for the simu-
lation are obtained from the selected runs.

A. Model validation for constrained streaming

We validate the model for constrained streaming in four
settings as listed in Table II. In these settings, the number
of TCP sources varies from 6 to 10. The number of HTTP
sources is

�	�
,  � or � � . The buffer size of router 0 $ ranges

from
� � to

� � � packets. The bandwidth of the link from0'$ to 0 � is  <�� or
�

Mbps. The propagation delay from0'$ to 0	� is
�

or � � ms. A TCP flow is associated with a
CBR source for video streaming. The playback rate of the
video is R � or

� � packets per second and each packet is�	� � � bytes. Therefore, the bandwidth of the video is  � �
or
& � � Kbps. The various parameters for the video stream

are listed in Table II: The round trip propagation delay is� � or
� R � ms; the loss rate ranges from � < � ��� to � < � � � ; �

ranges from
�'& � to R � � ms and . , ranges from R to � . In
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Fig. 4. Unconstrained streaming: The fraction of late packets versus
the video playback rate for the startup delay of 4 seconds (a) and 6
seconds (b).

each setting, the fraction of late packets predicted by the
model is compared to that from the simulation. We next
describe the validation for one setting in detail; the results
for other settings being similar.

In this setting,
� � TCP sources and � � HTTP sources

are connected to router 0 $ . The video stream has a play-
back rate of R � packets per second. The round trip propa-
gation delay of this video stream, ( , is

� R � ms. We gen-
erate

& � simulation runs. Each run lasts for � � � � seconds.
We assume the video length to be � � � � seconds, corre-
sponding to the entire length of a simulation run. The av-
erage loss rate of all the runs is � < � � � . We use )�� � < � � �
in the model and select runs with loss rates in the range
of � < � � � to � < � R � for the reason given earlier. Among the
selected �� runs, the values of � and . , are close with
the average of R � � ms and R respectively. These values
are used in the model to obtain the fraction of late pack-
ets. Fig. 3 depicts the fraction of late packets versus the
startup delay predicted by the model and obtained from
the simulation. We observe a good match between the
model and the simulation.

B. Model validation for unconstrained streaming

We validate the model for unconstrained streaming in
four settings as listed in Table III. A TCP flow is used for
unconstrained video streaming. The various parameters
of this video stream (including ) , � , . , and the average
throughput) are estimated and listed in Table III. For each
setting, we vary the playback rate of the video and com-
pare the results from the model to those from the simula-
tion. We next describe one setting in detail; the results for
other settings are similar.

In this setting,
�

TCP sources and  � HTTP sources are
connected to router 0 $ . We generate

� � � � simulation runs.
Each run lasts for R � � seconds. We assume the length
of the video to be � � seconds, corresponding to approx-
imately the initial � � seconds of a simulation run. The
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# of sources Link from router ��� to ��� Parameters of the video stream
TCP HTTP Prop. delay (ms) B.w. (Mbps) Buffer (pkts) 5 (per sec)

�
(ms) �

<
(ms) �	�

10 40 40 3.7 50 25 120 0.019 210 2
6 30 40 3.7 50 25 120 0.0065 210 2
7 40 5 3.7 100 25 50 0.004 280 3
6 15 5 5 80 50 50 0.0074 160 4

TABLE II
CONSTRAINED STREAMING: VARIOUS SETTINGS FOR THE MODEL VALIDATION IN ns.

# of sources Link from router � � to � � Parameters of the video stream
TCP HTTP Prop. delay (ms) B.w. (Mpbs) Buffer (pkts)

�
(ms) �

<
(ms) �
� tptr. (pkts per sec.)

9 40 40 3.7 50 120 0.022 220 2 30.8
5 30 40 3.7 50 120 0.006 195 2 66.5
9 40 5 5 100 50 0.015 162 3 46.1
5 30 5 5 100 50 0.014 110 3 71.4

TABLE III
UNCONSTRAINED STREAMING: VARIOUS SETTINGS FOR THE MODEL VALIDATION IN ns.

average loss rate of the video stream in the
� � � � runs is

� < � � � . We use ) � � < � � � in the model and select the
runs with loss rate between � < � � R to � < � �'& . There are a
total of

��� � such runs. For the selected runs, the average
RTT and . , are

� � � ms and  respectively; the average
TCP throughput is � � < � packets per second. We set the
playback rate of the video to be

� �
,
���

and
& � packets

per second. That is, the available TCP throughput is � � 
 ,
 � 
 , R � 
 higher than the video playback rate. Fig. 4(a)
and (b) depict the fraction of late packets for various play-
back rates with startup delays of 4 and 6 seconds respec-
tively. Both the results predicted by the model and mea-
sured from the simulation are shown in the figures. For
both startup delays, the widths of the confidence inter-
vals are large for low playback rates and decrease with the
video playback rate. The match between the model and
the simulation for a startup delay of

&
seconds is better

than that for a startup delay of � seconds. We conjecture
that this is due to the variation in the RTT encountered by
the video stream, which manifests itself more prominently
for the startup delay of � seconds in the simulation and is
not captured by the model.

For a startup delay of
&

seconds, at playback rates of
� �

,���
and

& � packets per second, the probabilities of experi-
encing no late packets throughout an � � -second video are
� < � RD� � < ��� and � < ��� respectively from the simulation. The
upper bounds on these probabilities given by (5) are � < � � ,
� < � � and � < ��� respectively. The upper bounds are not very
close to the simulation results. This is likely due to the in-
dependence assumption used in deriving the bound [11].

IV. MODEL VALIDATION USING EXPERIMENTS OVER

THE INTERNET

In this section, we validate the models for constrained
and unconstrained streaming using experiments con-
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Fig. 5. The TCP throughput of an experiment from USC to the client
in the resident house in Amherst, MA.

ducted over the Internet. In each experiment, we stream a
video using TCP from one site to another site and use tcp-
dump [14] to capture the packet timestamps. The average
loss rate ) , average RTT � and . , of this TCP flow are
estimated from the tcpdump traces. We use Linux-based
machines for all the experiments.

A. Model validation for constrained streaming

We first focus on constrained streaming. A CBR video
is transmitted using TCP from University of Southern Cal-
ifornia (USC) to a client in a resident house in Amherst,
Massachusetts. The resident house uses a cable modem
for its Internet connection. The playback rate of the video
is � � or

� � packets per second and each packet consists
of
� ��� � bytes. That is, the bandwidth of the video is ap-

proximately � � � or
& � � Kbps. We conducted � experi-

ments from March 3 to March 7, 2003 at randomly cho-
sen times; each experiment lasting for one hour. For each
experiment, we plot the time series of the TCP through-
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Fig. 6. Constrained streaming: The fraction of late packets obtained
from the measurements versus that predicted by the model.

put, where each point is the average throughput over a� � -second interval. Based on the throughput series, we
choose stationary segments of length

� � � to
� � � � sec-

onds that exhibit variations in throughput, implying the
occurrence of congestion. The segments are chosen by
visual inspection although more rigorous methods can be
used [15]. We use one trace to illustrate our procedure.
Fig. 5 plots the TCP throughput averaged over every

� �
seconds for one experiment. We choose the first, second
and third

� � � � seconds of the trace as three segments to
validate the model against the measurements. Each seg-
ment is treated as a 1000-second video. The loss rate, RTT
and . , are obtained from the data segment and used in the
model.

We obtained a total of
� �

segments from the experi-
ments. The startup delay varies between � to

� � seconds.
Fig. 6 presents a scatterplot showing the fraction of late
packets for various startup delays obtained from the mea-
surements versus that predicted by the model. The � � de-
gree line starting at the origin represents a hypothetical
perfect match between the measurements and the model.
Along the upper and lower � � degree lines, the fraction
of late packets from the model is respectively

� � times
higher and lower than that from the measurements. All
but � scatterplot points fall within an order of magnitude
of each other. These � points are for the startup delays of
� or

� � seconds. The reason why the fraction of late pack-
ets from these measurements is

� � times higher than that
from the model might be because the number of samples
in the data segment is not sufficient.

B. Model validation for unconstrained streaming

We next compare model prediction to measurements
taken over the Internet for unconstrained streaming. In
each experiment, we run � parallel TCP connections
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Fig. 7. Unconstrained streaming: The fraction of late packets versus
the playback rate of the video for experiments from UMass to Italy.

to obtain a group of runs with similar TCP parameters
(loss rate, RTT and . , ). The bandwidth from USC to
the client in the resident house is too low to run par-
allel TCP connections. We therefore chose a differ-
ent network path, where the server is at University of
Massachusetts (UMass) and the client is in Universita’
dell’Aquila, Italy. Each experiment lasts for

�
hour. We

then divide the trace for each TCP flow into multiple seg-
ments, each of

� � � seconds. Each 100-second segment
is treated as a

� � � -second video. We use ) � � < �� � in
the model and select R & & segments having loss rate be-
tween � < � R�� and � < �� � . For the selected segments, the
RTT is  � � ms and . , � �

. The average throughput is�	� < R packets per second. We set the playback rate of the
video to be

� R , �  and
� � packets per second. Correspond-

ingly, the available TCP throughput is R�� 
 ,
� � 
 and � 


higher than the playback rate of the video. Fig. 7 plots the
fraction of late packets for various playback rates when
the startup delay is

&
seconds. The fraction of late pack-

ets predicted by the model are higher than those from the
measurements. This might be because, at the beginning of
the video streaming, the window size is always one in the
model while it may be larger than one in the measurement
data segment.

V. EXPLORING THE PARAMETER SPACE

In this section, we vary the model parameters in con-
strained and unconstrained streaming to study the impacts
of these parameters on performance. In doing so, we pro-
vide guidelines as to when the use of TCP leads to satis-
factory performance.

We assume the startup delay is � to
� � seconds. The

loss rate, � and . , in the model jointly determine the
available TCP throughput measured in packets. For con-
venience, we refer to these three parameters as TCP pa-
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Fig. 8. Constrained streaming: The fraction of late packets versus the
length of the video for a startup delay of � seconds.

rameters. We set the values of the TCP parameters to rep-
resent a wide range of scenarios. The loss rate is varied
in the range of � < � ��� to � < ��� , since a loss rate of � < � ��� is
relatively low and a loss rate of � < ��� is high for streaming.
Based on previous studies [16] and our measurements, we
vary � in the range of � � ms to  R � ms. Previous work
shows that the median RTT between two sites on the same
coast in the US is

� � ms, while the median RTT between
west-coast and east-coast sites is

� � � ms [16]. We ob-
served a RTT of  � � ms in our experiments (see Sec-
tion IV). We vary . , in the range of

�
to  , based on

several measurements from Linux machines in [17] and
our measurements.

Denote the available TCP throughput as . packets per
second. Then . 1 � represents how much the achievable
TCP throughput is higher than the video playback rate.
In the following, we first explore how the performance of
constrained and unconstrained streaming varies with the
length of the video. We then investigate the effect of . 1 �

on the performance and the sensitivity of the performance
to the various parameters in the model. Following that, we
identify the conditions under which using TCP provides a
satisfactory viewing experience. At the end, we summary
the key results and describe the implication of the results
to the stop-and-wait playout strategy.

A. The effect of video length on the performance

We first use the setting in Section III-A to illustrate the
fraction of late packets as a function of the video length in
constrained streaming. The startup delay is

&
seconds and

the length of the video ranges from
� � � to � � � � seconds.

Fig. 8 plots the fraction of late packets versus the video
length from the model and the ns simulation. We observe
that for videos longer than R � � � seconds, the fraction of
late packets for different video lengths from the simula-
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Fig. 9. Unconstrained streaming: Probability of having at least one
late packet in a round versus rounds for various playback rates of the
video.

tion is similar and closer to the prediction from the model
than for shorter videos. Throughout this section, we as-
sume the video for constrained streaming is sufficiently
long so that stationary analysis can be used to obtain the
fraction of late packets.

In unconstrained streaming, to investigate how the frac-
tion of late packets varies with the video length, we obtainC � ���*� � �=<=<=<T��� � , the probability of having at least one
late packet in the � th round from (4) (see Section II-C.2).
Fig. 9 plots C � over the length of the video for the setting
in Section III-B. Here the video is �  � rounds ( � � sec-
onds). Fig. 9 indicates that the fraction of late packets is
low at the beginning of the video, increases to a peak value
and then decreases over time. This can be explained as
follows. At the beginning of the playback, the probability
of having late packet in a round is low due to the packets
accumulated in the client local buffer during the startup
delay. Subsequently, packets are played out while at the
same time being accumulated in the client buffer. The
number of early packets in the buffer increases with time
since, on average, the available TCP throughput is higher
than the playback rate of the video. Therefore, the prob-
ability of having late packets in a round reaches a peak
value at approximately the R � � th round (the 22nd second)
and subsequently decreases over time as the number of
early packets in the buffer increases.

In Fig. 9, the probability of having late packet in the
�  � th round decreases to the order of

� ��� � and
� ��� � for

the playback rates of
� �

and
���

packets per second respec-
tively. This indicates that, after �  � rounds, the fraction of
late packets is approximately inversely proportional to the
length of the video, since the probability of having late
packet after �  � rounds is close to � . This is confirmed by
the simulation results. In general, to obtain the fraction of
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Fig. 10. The performance of constrained and unconstrained streaming
when varying the video playback rate and fixing the TCP parameters.

late packets, 7 , for a video of � rounds, it is sufficient to
obtain the fraction of late packets in the initial , rounds of
the video, denoted as 7 8 , such that C 8 is close to 0. Then7 � , 7 8 1 � . Throughout this section, we assume the video
for unconstrained streaming is � � to

� � � seconds.

B. The effect of . 1 � on the performance

We now explore the effect of . 1 � on the performance
of constrained and unconstrained streaming. The fraction
of late packets decreases as . 1 � increases. This is intu-
itive since, as . 1 � increases, packets are accumulated in
the client’s local buffer faster relative to the playback rate
of the video. We increase . 1 � by either decreasing the
video playback rate or one of the TCP parameters while
fixing the other parameters. We only show one example
where we vary the video playback rate and fix the TCP
parameters. We use the setting described in Section III-B,
where )�� � < � � � , � � � � � ms, . , �  and the available
TCP throughput is � � < � packets per second. The playback
rate of the video is chosen to be

� �
,
���

and
& � packets per

second, corresponding to . 1 � � � < � ,
� <  and

� < R respec-
tively. Fig. 10 shows the fraction of late packets for the
various playback rates with a startup delay of

&
seconds

under constrained and unconstrained streaming. For con-
strained streaming, the video is assumed to be on the order
of thousands of seconds. For unconstrained streaming, the
length of the video is � � seconds. We observe that as the
playback rate of the video decreases ( . 1 � increases), the
fraction of late packets decreases exponentially in both
constrained and unconstrained streaming. For the same
playback rate, the fraction of late packets in constrained
streaming is higher than that in unconstrained streaming
by an order of magnitude. The difference between con-
strained and unconstrained streaming becomes even more
dramatic as the video length increases, since the fraction
of late packets is similar for long videos in constrained
streaming and decreases with the length of the video in
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Fig. 11. Constrained streaming: Sensitivity to various parameters
(����� , ��� and the playback rate of the video), �	��
����� � .

unconstrained streaming.1 It is not surprising that un-
constrained streaming can significantly outperform con-
strained streaming, since the maximum number of early
packets in the latter is no more than the product of the
startup delay and the video playback rate, while no such
limit exists in the former.

C. Sensitivity of performance to the various parameters

We next fix . 1 � and study the sensitivity of the per-
formance to the various model parameters. Fig. 11 shows
the fraction of late packets for four sets of TCP param-
eters in constrained streaming. The playback rate of the
video is chosen so that . 1 � � � < & for all the settings.
The startup delay is between � and

� � seconds. In Fig. 11,
. , � �

,  ; ) � � < � R , � < ��� and � � � � , 150 ms. For
) � � < � R and � � �	� � ms, the fraction of late pack-
ets for various startup delays decreases dramatically when
. , decreases from  to 1, especially for large startup de-
lays. For )%� � < ��� and . , � �

, the decrease is close to
an order of magnitude when � decreases from

�	� � ms to
� � ms. For . , � �

and � � �	� � ms, the decrease is also
large for long startup delays when ) decreases from 0.08
to 0.02. The above shows that the performance of con-
strained streaming is not solely determined by . 1 � but
also depends on the values of the various parameters in
the model. For a fixed value of . 1 � , the performance im-
proves when reducing one of the TCP parameters.

Fig. 12 shows the probability of having at least one late
packet in a round for four sets of TCP parameters in un-
constrained streaming, where rounds are represented us-
ing seconds. The playback rate of the video is chosen so
that . 1 � � � <  for all the settings. The startup delay is

� We ignore the initial increasing trend since its duration is usually
very short (see Section V-A).
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.

&
seconds. In Fig. 12, ) � � < � R , � < ��� ; � � �'& � ,  R � ms

and . , � �
,  . The probability of having late packets in a

round is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude
for all the rounds when � decreases from  R � to

�'& � ms
for . , �  and )�� � < � R ; when ) decreases from � < ��� to
� < � R for � � �'& � ms and . , �  ; and when . , decreases
from  to

�
for � � �'& � ms and )!� � < � R . This above

shows that the performance of unconstrained streaming is
sensitive to the various parameters in the model and the
performance improves when reducing one of the TCP pa-
rameters.

D. Conditions for satisfactory performance

In Section V-C, we observe that, for a fixed value of
. 1 � , different sets of parameters can lead to dramati-
cally different performance in both constrained and un-
constrained streaming. In other words, different sets of
parameters place different requirements on the value of
. 1 � needed to achieve the same performance. We next
identify the conditions under which the performance when
using TCP is satisfactory.

1) Constrained streaming: We first define a criterion
of satisfactory performance for constrained streaming. A
viewing experience is defined to be satisfactory if the frac-
tion of late packets is below

� ��� �

when the startup delay
is
� � seconds or less. We use this criterion simply as an

example since a startup delay no more than
� � seconds is

still tolerable and a fraction of late packets below
� � � �

is
low for viewing a video. Other criteria can also be de-
fined. For fixed . , and ) , we find the maximum value of� and, hence, the minimum value of . 1 � such that the
criteria is satisfied.

Fig. 13 shows the minimum required value of . 1 � as a
function of . , and ) for a playback rate of R � packets per
second. When . , increases from

�
to  , the increment of
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for a satisfactory performance.

the minimum required value of . 1 � is from
� < � to RD< � for

)��/� < ��� ; from
� < & to

� < � for )��/� < � R and from
� < � to RD< �

for )�� � < � ��� . For a fixed . , , the requirement on . 1 � for
the lowest loss rate (i.e., ) �/� < � ��� ) is the most stringent.
We observe similar requirements on . 1 � for other video
playback rates (figures not shown). In summary, the min-
imum required value of . 1 � for constrained streaming is
between

� < � and
� < � for all the settings we study.

2) Unconstrained streaming: We explore the perfor-
mance of unconstrained streaming in two extreme cases.
The best case is when all the TCP parameters are at the
lowest values, that is, )��/� < � ��� , � � � � ms and . , � �

.
In this case, the requirement on . 1 � to achieve a certain
performance is the least stringent. The worst case is when
all the TCP parameters are at the highest values, that is,
)&� � < ��� , � �  R � ms and . , �  , where the require-
ment on . 1 � to achieve a certain performance is the most
stringent. We use a startup delay of

&
seconds and a video

of
� � � seconds.
In the best case, when . 1 � is as low as

� < � , the proba-
bility of having late packets reaches a maximum value at
the

� � th second and then decreases with the length of the
video. Furthermore, the probability of having late packets
in a round is less than

� � � �

for all the rounds. This indi-
cates that an available throughput slightly higher than the
playback rate of the video is sufficient to achieve a good
performance in this case. In the worst case, the average
available TCP throughput is

&
packets per second. The

video playback rate is set to  and � packets per second,
corresponding to . 1 � � R and

� < � respectively. When
. 1 � � � < � , the fraction of late packets is � < � R . When
. 1 � � R , the performance becomes reasonably good:
The fraction of late packets decreases to � < � � � and the
probability of having late packets at the

� � � th second is
� < � � � . In summary, for all the settings we consider, the
minimum requirement on . 1 � to achieve a good perfor-
mance is between

� < � to R in unconstrained streaming.
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E. Summary of results and implications to stop-and-wait
playout

The key results from our exploration of parameter space
are:

� The fraction of late packets is similar for long videos
in constrained streaming while decreases with the
video length (after a short duration of increasing
trend at the beginning of the playback) in uncon-
strained streaming.

� The performance of constrained and unconstrained
streaming improves dramatically when increasing
the value of . 1 � . Under the same conditions, uncon-
strained streaming can significantly outperform con-
strained streaming.

� The performance of constrained and unconstrained
streaming is not solely determined by . 1 � but is sen-
sitive to the values of the various parameters in the
models.

� In the settings we study, the minimum requirement
on . 1 � for a good performance (by the criteria we
defined) is between

� < � to RD< � in constrained stream-
ing. For unconstrained streaming, the requirement
on . 1 � is in the range of

� < � to R .
Our models for constrained and unconstrained stream-

ing assume continuous playback at the client, which dif-
fers from the stop-and-wait playout strategy commonly
used in the commercial streaming system. However, the
fraction of late packets obtained from our models provides
some insight into the likelihood that a client needs to stop
during the playback of the video, and, hence, the perfor-
mance under the stop-and-wait playout strategy. Further-
more, a stop and wait during the playback can be regarded
as extending the startup delay in our models. Therefore,
we conjecture that the performance under stop-and-wait
strategy will be better than that predicted from our model
under the same conditions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we developed discrete-time Markov mod-
els for constrained and unconstrained streaming that cor-
responds to live and stored video streaming respectively.
Our validation using ns and Internet experiments showed
that the performance predicted by the models are accurate.
Using the models, we studied the effect of the various pa-
rameters on the performance of constrained and uncon-
strained streaming. In doing so, we provided guidelines
as to when using TCP directly for streaming renders sat-
isfactory performance.

As future work, we are pursuing in two directions: (i)
Develop an exact model for the stop-and-wait playout

strategy. (ii) Explore the use of parallel TCP flows for
video streaming when the average throughput of one TCP
flow is lower than the video playback rate.
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